About the Centre

The Tower Climbing Centre is an indoor climbing and bouldering facility within Leicester
Leys Leisure Centre. We cater for all ages and abilities, from first-time to experienced
climbers.
At The Tower you will find a full range of roped climbing and bouldering from relatively
easy challenges for those new to the sport to fiendishly difficult climbs capable of testing
the best climbers around.
The centre has three different climbing areas each offering something different.
Tower
The Tower area is mostly a lead wall. However there are always top ropes on the first
four panels, with dual lower-off points at the top for those that wish to lead them. It has
15 lines ranging from 11-13 meters in height, with the routes on the overhanging panels
15 meters long. Routes in The Tower range from set routes to feature problems with
flakes, pockets and cracks.
On average there are about 50 routes ranging from F3+ to F8a.
Bloc
The Bloc is a fully top roped area, with 14 top roped lines. The height of the walls ranges
from four to five meters. The Bloc is ideal for beginners and groups, and is great for
working on footwork and technique.
The routes in this area range from set routes to feature problems: there is a chimney,
slab and vertical walls with flakes, pockets, bridging and laybacks.
On average there are 30 routes ranging from F2+ to F6a.
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Training Area
Also Located in The Bloc is our dedicated training area; here you will find a campus
board, finger boards, pull-up bars and TRX stations.
Bouldering Wall
The bouldering area hosts roughly 40 set problems and a further 15 feature problems, it
is re-set every four to six weeks. The routes in this area range from set routes to feature
problems with flakes, pockets and laybacks.
Grades rang from V0 to V8.
Shop
We have a small shop on site stocking a wide range of shoes, harnesses, ropes, chalk
bags and balls and climbing tape from leading brands. We also stock books and DVDs
on climbing.
We offer all members 10% off the original retail price and 15% off to juniors and
concessions.
From time to time we have a sale on old stock; these will be publicised on our Facebook
and Twitter pages.
Get in touch to find out if we stock the product that you are after.

